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CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

Dear Shareholders,

T
“Skilling is building
a better India. If
we have to move
India towards
development then
skill development
should be our
mission”
Honourable Prime Minister of India,
Shri Narendra Modi
15 August 2014 during
his speech from the Red Fort
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he Prime Minister’s words not only summarise
the importance of skill development in our
country, but also emphasise the important role
the youth will play in defining India’s growth story
in the next decade. During the last one year, our
government took several initiatives to put India
back on a high growth trajectory. This includes
the launch of several key initiatives such as
‘Make in India’, ‘Smart Cities’, ‘Digital India’,
It is pertinent to mention that the success of all
these missions would depend on the adequate
supply of skilled manpower across the country.
Recognising the need to synergise existing skill
development initiatives in the country with a focus
on collaborative efforts, a dedicated Ministry for
Skill Development was formed during the year,
with Mr. Rajiv Pratap Rudy being appointed as
the first Minister of State for Skill Development &
Entrepreneurship. Skill India with scale, speed
and standards is the new rallying call for building
a new India we all yearn to see.

.

Taking stock of the situation today, the National
Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) achieved
its target of training 3.3 million (including 1.4
million under the STAR scheme) people during
the year. This is the fourth consecutive year when
NSDC has met its target. At the start of the last
financial year, we took on the task of training 3.3
million people which was three times our target
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for the Financial Year (FY) 2013-14. The entire
team at NSDC worked together with training
partners and Sector Skill Councils to achieve
this milestone.
This Seventh Annual Update from NSDC I
present to you is my second since I assumed
the office as Chairman, in April 2013. I am
pleased to share with you an interesting update
on achievements that have transformed the lives
of millions of people across the country. At the
end of March 2015, NSDC and its partners have
cumulatively skilled more than 5 million people in
less than five years since it started operations.
The 3.4 million people we skilled in FY 2014-15
were from across a wide spectrum of sectors
such as telecom, retail, IT/ITeS, banking and
financial services, agriculture, construction,
automobile and auto-components, among
others. With the improvement in economic trends
and reduction in inflation, placement trends have
picked up in the last few quarters. While the
overall placement percentage remains around
66 percent, a large number of people have
become self-employed post training.
During FY 2014-15, the NSDC Board approved
76 Training Partners (TPs) and eight new Sector
Skill Councils (SSCs). This translates into an
average of 1.5 proposals per week. Considering
the stringent due diligence process that we follow
at NSDC, this indicates that the organisation is
fully prepared to meet industry’s demand while
implementing adequate measures to ensure
speedy decision making. Today, we have more
than 3,000 centres in 33 states and union
territories, taking forward the mandate of the
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
(MSDE) and NSDC. At the district level, nearly

75 per cent of all districts across the country
have a NSDC training centre today. The total fund
committed during the year was $ 62.83 million
(` 377 crore) while the actual disbursement
was $ 28.67 million (` 172 crore). This was
proportionally spread to the tune of 98 per cent
across loans and 2 per cent across grants.
At the end of FY 2014-15, the 28 SSCs have
standardised 1,319 job roles through 6,625
National Occupational Standards. The SSCs
have a strong industry involvement, with nearly
450 industry representatives being part of the
governing councils of different SSCs. We aim
to standardise all entry level job roles across
different sectors in the current year.
CHALLENGES
Some of the challenges that I had highlighted
in my message last year to the shareholders
continue to persist. While the estimate suggests
that India is likely to grow at 7.5 per cent (source:
The World Bank) for the current fiscal, the
unemployment rate continues to linger around
3.65 per cent. Our biggest challenge is to reach
out to the unemployed youth of the country
and motivate them to get skilled. This will help
them find gainful employment and earn a better
livelihood for themselves and their families.
The successful launch of several key initiatives
by the government in the recent past, especially
‘Make in India’, will depend largely on an
adequate supply of skilled manpower. It is
heartening to see that MSDE has implemented
several initiatives to scale up the existing
infrastructure in the skill space and is reaching
out to both public and private undertakings to
partner in these initiatives across the country.
3

In FY 2015-16, one of our most important tasks
is to work closely with the employers through
our SSCs and ensure wage enhancement for
skilled manpower to levels in keeping with
industry standards. Industry must take the lead in
supporting these best practices.
In last year’s report, there was a mention of the need
to compress the time lapse between approval of
training providers and their subsequent funding.
While the average lingers around four to five
months, we are seeing some improvements in the
recently approved Training Programmes.
The Social Action for Welfare and Cultural
Advancement Society and Daksha Skill
Development were funded in less than two
months post approval. Similarly, the proposal
for Shri Prahladdasji Pasari Smruti Charity Trust
was funded within a month of approval. In FY
2015-16, we will continue to strive to push these
numbers further down without any compromise
on process and quality.
Over the last five years, our partners have
covered nearly 500 districts across the country.
While some states have more districts covered
than others, we are striving to keep the spread
as equitable and inclusive as possible. This is
also a function of economies of scale for our
TPs that constantly walk the tight rope between
social and economic objectives. However,
it must be noted that the very foundation of
NSDC and its role in funding is rooted in social
upliftment and inclusiveness. Nearly 53 per cent
of all those skilled during the year came from
five states and 69 per cent were skilled in five
sectors. A key objective this year is to ensure an
equitable spread of courses across sectors and
geographies. This requires a collective effort from
both training providers and NSDC, with support
from central and state governments.

Technology Adoption
Skill development and training initiatives
across the country have been predominantly
a ‘brick and mortar’ business. Technological
advancements such as the hub and spoke
model for classroom training, online platforms
such as MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses)
are making rapid strides across the country.
However, for a country adding 12 million people
annually to the workforce with the majority
employed in the unorganised sector, adoption
of technology has been rather slow. I am happy
to share that during FY 2014-15, NSDC and its
partners have made progress on various aspects
such as digitisation of training content, adoption
of simulators, blended models for learning,
online assessments, among others. For FY
2015-16, we need to ensure that all our centres
are technologically enabled and provide basic
Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) training as part of their soft skill module
under each course. With the government’s
‘Digital India’ mission, we have a wonderful
opportunity to create an inclusive model for skill
development and reach out to the remotest
location in the country.
The Skill Development and Management System
(SDMS), launched in 2013, is now emerging as
one of the most robust skill management tools
in the country. We now have more than 5 million
skilled people registered on SDMS. We have also
created a citizen portal, which provides youth an
opportunity to register themselves and connect
with our stakeholders, i.e., training providers,
SSCs, employers, etc. For the industry, we have
also created an employer portal and are currently
working on a demand aggregator application.
This will allow employers to recruit workforce
from the NSDC pool of skilled manpower. Our
objective is to provide a seamless integration of
technology across all platforms, and to bridge

Mr.Rajiv Pratap Rudy, MoS, MSDE after the General Council Meeting of Tourism & Hospitality SSC
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the supply-demand gap of skilled manpower
across all sectors. Skillpedia (Skill India Portal),
an innovative cloud-based platform, will act
as a central repository and publish all relevant
information in the skill ecosystem. The innovative
platform will disseminate all information relevant
to different stakeholders in the skill ecosystem.
Budget FY 2015-16
The Honourable Finance Minister Shri Arun
Jaitley presented the budget for FY 2015-16 in
Parliament on 28 February 2015. The budget
was hailed by the industry for its focus on skill
development, infrastructure building, supporting
new entrepreneurs, and opening up more
sectors for foreign direct investment (FDI).
The announcement of Pradhan Mantri Kaushal
Vikas Yojna, with an outlay of $ 225 million
(` 1,350 crore) and another $25 million (` 150
crore) for skill development in the North-East is
quite encouraging. A cumulative $ 1,416 million
(` 8,500 crore) have been allocated for various
skill development projects across the country,
which is 13 per cent more than that allocated
under last year’s budget. The Finance Minister
also announced the government’s intention
of launching the National Mission for Skill
Development, which will help mobilise a large
number of youth across the country to undergo
skill training and place greater emphasis on skill
development which is the need of the hour. The
mission will be launched by the Honourable
Prime Minister on UN World Youth Skill Day,
celebrated across the globe on 15 July 2015.
SPECIAL INITIATIVES
The STAR scheme, inaugurated on 16 August
2013 and officially launched after a one-month
pilot on 16 September, has a mandate to
skill 1 million people under the National Skill
Certification and Monetary Reward Scheme
(popularly known as STAR). By the end of March
2015, close to 1.4 million (14 lakh) candidates
trained under the scheme, assessment results of
more than 1.3 million (13 lakh) candidates have
been received with an overall pass percentage
of 67 per cent and the monetary reward of
more than $ 141 million (` 850 crore) has been
processed for successful candidates. The
scheme provided training in 19 sectors, across
35 states and union territories, through 17,000
plus centres across the country.
The scheme also facilitated the generation of
Aadhar numbers and opening of bank accounts for
a large number of candidates participating in the

Training target: 3.3 mn
people, three times our
target for FY 2013-14.
Team NSDC, Training
Partners and Sector
Skill Councils together
achieved this milestone.
scheme. As the scheme comes to a closure, we
aim to reach out to these candidates and connect
them to employers in respective sectors through
technology interventions. This will help us achieve
the overall objective of reducing the supply-demand
gap for skilled manpower across the country.
Udaan, a special industry initiative for the youth
of Jammu & Kashmir (J&K), spearheaded by the
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), moved into its third
year of operation during FY 2014-15. Our efforts
in the first two quarters received a set-back due
to devastating flood in the state in July- August
2014. The NSDC team along with MHA and state
government officials renewed the programme with
great vigour as soon as the situation improved.
During FY 2014-15, 13 mega recruitment drives
were organised in 11 districts of J&K. More than
4,900 graduates and post-graduates joined this
unique hire-train-deploy model in as many as
19 different sectors. Employers from both public
and private sectors are moving in large numbers
to hire talent from J&K. Though the enrolment
under this mission fell short of its target by nearly
40 per cent, we are expecting to make it up in
the current fiscal for which a target of 12,000
enrolments has been fixed.
The National Skills Qualifications Framework
(NSQF), funded by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) and
implemented by NSDC, crossed a significant
milestone during the year. The scheme has been
implemented in more than 1,200 schools across
10 states. We plan to extend the programme in
five more states to benefit more than 0.2 million
(2 lakh) students in classes IX to XII. A first-ofits-kind recruitment drive was also organised
5

The announcement of
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal
Vikas Yojna, with an
outlay of $ 225 million
(` 1,350 crore) and
another $ 25 million
(` 150 crore) allocated
for skill development in
the North-East are quite
encouraging.
in May 2014 for class XII students passing out
of the NSQF pilot launched in Haryana in 2012.
Nearly 300 candidates desiring placement were
selected during these drives. On the higher
education front, NSDC is currently working with
1,500 colleges across 25 universities to integrate
skill-based training with the academic curriculum
and provide greater employment opportunities
to the youth across the country. Apart from
acquiring a new skill, the candidates are also
being trained on soft skills, i.e., preparing for the
interview, resume writing, and others.
During FY 2014-15, NSDC launched a revised
incremental human resource requirement study for
2012-17 and 2017-22 across 24 sectors, covering
both the organised and unorganised sectors.
The skill requirement study was also completed
for Chhattisgarh, along with similar reports for
27 other states already completed during the
previous financial year. The study for Bihar is well
underway and is likely to be completed during
the current year. We have also completed a panIndia impact assessment study, which revealed
thousands of success stories of people benefitting
from various skill initiatives across the country.
We are expanding our research base during the
current year and will use these studies for course
correction wherever required.
The WorldSkills India initiative, led by NSDC since
2011, will be spearheading India’s participation
at the WorldSkills International Competition
6

scheduled in Sao Paolo, Brazil in August
2015. The aim is to engage more deeply with
the industry and create an aspiration for skills
amongst the youth in the country. WorldSkills
India organised a final competition at Pragati
Maidan in Delhi between 26 and 28 February
2015. Nearly 100 candidates were selected
after a stringent process which lasted over
10 months, involving state, regional and national
competitions. At the end of final competition,
29 winners in 27 skill categories were selected to
represent India at the international competition.
These candidates are currently undergoing
rigorous training with our industry partners and
are ready for the tough challenge they will face at
the competition. I wish them the very best.
ADVOCACY
In FY 2014-15, NSDC launched a high-decibel
advocacy campaign focussing on five states, i.e.,
Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Assam
and West Bengal. The campaign was aired
across different platforms such as television,
mobile, cinema, radio, social media and outdoor
media. All the commercials were linked to our
dedicated call centre number 088000-55555,
which received a phenomenon response of more
than 1 million phone calls during the two-month
campaign. Within the first few days of the launch,
the number of calls at the centre increased from
an average of 500 calls a day to 22,000 calls a
day, peaking at 32,000 calls on 22 October 2015.
The campaign has two key objectives: firstly,
to create greater awareness about skill
development initiatives across the country and,
secondly, to encourage the youth of India to
acquire a skill or to upgrade their existing skills
by enrolling for a formal training programme
of their choice. Apart from these two broad
objectives, the campaign also broadens the
aspirations of youth in semi-urban and rural India
and bring skills that are traditionally considered
less glamorous into the aspirational radar.
The advocacy campaign was also supported by our
efforts to increase reach through both vernacular
and national media in print, online and broadcast.
This year we will focus more on taking our TPs and
SSCs to the media and narrating stories that will
motivate more and more young people to choose
skilled jobs as long term career options and
means for enhancing their quality of life.
On the mobile front, more than 0.7 million (7 lakh)
SMSs were sent through the call centre informing
people about the nearest training centres. More
than 0.5 million (5 lakh) SMSs were sent to
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people subscribed to the education section of
Nokia Life Tool and 15 million inbox messages
sent to people using Rocketalk and VUClip
platforms, which are quite well-known amongst
our target audience. As a part of the advocacy
campaign, great stress has been placed on
social media to reach out to the youth, who are
now daily engaged on platforms like Facebook,
YouTube and Twitter.
Hunnarbaaz, the very first skill-based reality show
on Indian television, started on Doordarshan
last year, and aired 27 more episodes during
the FY 2014-15. The show was co-created by
NSDC with legendary TV producer Siddharth
Kak, the producer of one of India’s most popular
television shows - Surabhi. Mr. Kak co-hosted
this show with Ms. Renuka Shahane, who came
back to the small screen to present Hunnarbaaz
last year.
We are also working closely with our peers in
other countries. The engagement revolves around
capacity creation, training of trainers, creating
transnational standards which will enhance
employee mobility across borders, sharing best

Mr. Siddharth Kak and Ms. Renuka Shahane during a Hunnarbaaz episode

practices, among others. We are also engaging
with various ministries and departments in the
central and state governments, to align their skill
development initiatives with the industry-defined
National Occupational Standards. Participation
in public forums where skill development is
discussed and reaching out to potential partners
through targeted events are other on-going
activities at NSDC.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
A new year brings new challenges. The target for
FY 2015-16 is 6.6 million (66 lakh), which is double
of that in FY 2014-15 or skilling nearly 18,000
people every single day during the year. It will
be a challenging task but one which NSDC has
taken up with full commitment. The organisation
has grown from strength to strength over the last
few years. As it moves into a maturing phase, its
processes are becoming more robust and geared
towards scale and speed required for the next
phase. With the government’s plan to launch the
skill development mission and the new policy on
skill development in the current year, NSDC will
continue to work together with all stakeholders and
contribute positively towards creating a vibrant skill
development ecosystem across the country.
I would like to thank each and every one of our
stakeholders including training providers, SSCs,
assessment agencies, banks, NSDC employees,
members of the Proposal Approval Committee
and the Board of Directors for their immeasurable
contribution in this journey. Our vision is grand;
meeting it requires an inspired, focussed and
collaborative effort from all, a commitment which I
am sure each one of us is willing to make.
S Ramadorai
New Delhi
July, 2015
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NSDC HEROSPEAK
“My ambition is to become a bar bending
supervisor and I feel LabourNet training
and certificate will help me to reach my
destination.”

“I have never thought about the importance of
hygiene, having a neat appearance and leading a
disciplined life with a positive attitude. It was like
transforming into a completely new person post skill
training.”

Rinku
Place: Uttarakhand
Skill: Bar Bending
NSDC Partner: LabourNet
What skills gave me: ` 7,500 a month

Manoj Kr. Bochlya
Place: Itawaa, Rajasthan
Skill: Hospitality Services
NSDC Partner: B-Able Centre, Phulera
What skills gave me: ` 7,500 a month

“Girls aren’t typically allowed to work at malls in
our family. The counsellors at IIS took my parents
through the candidate journey, showed them the
quality of training and explained the work culture.”

“This training gave me the confidence that even if
I do not get a regular job in my present company, I
can go out and get jobs in other companies with the
help of my certificate and ID card.”

Sunita
Place: New Delhi
Skill: Retail Associate
NSDC Partner: IL&FS Institute for Skills
What skills gave me: ` 10,500 a month

Sarbeshwar Marjid
Place: Murshidabad, West Bengal
Skill: Mason
NSDC Partner: LabourNet
What skills gave me: ` 8,000 a month

“It’s like a dream come true for me and my
family. I am very happy with my job and I intend
to learn more about the telecom sector and grow
further.”

Valli
Place: Bengaluru slum, Karnataka
Skill: Customer Service
NSDC Partner: Empower Pragati
What Skills gave me: ` 8,000 a month
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Board Members
Name and designation

Nominated by

Date of Appointment

Date of
Cessation

Mr. Subramanian Ramadorai
Chairman, NSDC

Government of India

06/05/2013

-

Mr. Sunil Arora
Secretary, Ministry of
Skill Development &
Entrepreneurship, GOI

Government of India

14/11/2014

-

Mr. Shankar Aggarwal
Secretary, Ministry of Labour &
Employment, GOI

Government of India

16/02/2015

-

Mr. Madhav Lal
Secretary, Ministry of Micro Small
& Medium Enterprises, GOI

Government of India

12/03/2013

-

Mr. Ramesh Ramanathan
Founder & Chairman,
Janalakshmi

Government of India

12/03/2013

-

Mr. Kodumudi Pranatharthiharan
Krishnan
Additional Secretary, Department
of Economic Affairs, Ministry of
Finance, GOI

Government of India

22/08/2013

14/11/2014

Ms. Gauri Kumar
Secretary, Ministry of Labour &
Employment, GOI

Government of India

19/11/2013

16/02/2015

Government of
Gujarat

25/03/2015

-

Mr. Habib Hussain
Director, A. V. Thomas Leather &
Allied Products

Council for Leather
Exports (CLE)

19/01/2009

-

Mr. Lakshminarayanan Natarajan
Vice Chairman, Cognizant

National Association
of Software and
Services Companies
(NASSCOM)

13/05/2011

-

Mr. Sanjay Prasad
Principal Secretary, Labour
& Employment Department,
Government of Gujarat
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Name and designation

Nominated by

Date of Appointment

Date of
Cessation

Mr. Rajya Vardhan Kanoria
Chairman & Managing Director,
Kanoria Chemicals & Industries

Federation of
Indian Chambers of
Commerce & Industry
(FICCI)

18/08/2011

-

Mr. Srinivasan Sandilya
Chairman, Eicher Group

Society of Indian
Automobile
Manufacturers (SIAM)

05/08/2014

-

Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII)

06/07/2012

-

Mr. Jitendra Thakker
Chairman, Thakkers Group

Confederation of Real
Estate Developers
Associations of India
(CREDAI)

06/05/2013

-

Mr. Pawan Kumar Goenka
Executive Director, Mahindra &
Mahindra

Society of Indian
Automobile
Manufacturers (SIAM)

27/06/2013

05/08/2014

Mr. Rajiv Jain
Chairman & Managing Director,
Sambhav Jems

Gems & Jewellery
Export Promotion
Council (GJEPC)

27/11/2013

-

Associated
Chambers of
Commerce and
Industry of India
(ASSOCHAM)

02/12/2010

-

15/09/2008

-

Mr. Seturaman Mahalingam
Chairman, CII Council on Skill
Development

Mr. Gaya Prasad Srivastava
Chief Advisor, ASSOCHAM

Mr. Dilip Chenoy
Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer

Appointed as the
Managing Director
w.e.f. 07/05/2010
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Dilip Chenoy

MD & CEO, NSDC

Our time for
transformation
through Skills
W
The year gone
by has been a
transformational
one, to say the least,
and has provided a
major boost to the
skill development
landscape in the
country.
12

ith the formation of a new Government,
the country got a new vision from its Prime
Minister, Shri Narendra Modi – the vision of a ‘Skilled
India’ and to make India the ‘Skills Capital of the
World’. This gave hope to millions for a new India.
India is currently witnessing a huge surge of
energy. The individual, corporates, government
and all stakeholders are suddenly experiencing a
number of reforms and restructuring. In this wave
of change, what saw the big focus shift to skills
in India, was the formation of the Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) – a
move made for the very first time in the history
of independent India. The reigns of the ministry
were handed over to Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy with
independent charge, in November last year.
NSDC was brought under the administrative
control of this Ministry.
This was a classic example of re-imagining
and renewing the efforts for a constructive
landscape. With the Ministry taking the lead, the
government has been able to optimally capitalise
on the capabilities of all 21 ministries, 29 states
and 37 Sector Skill Councils through improved
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coordination and convergence across all bodies
in a cohesive environment, where targets can be
achieved in a collaborative and easy way.
NSDC has been exceeding its targets year
after year, right since its inception in 2009. This
year, yet again, our partnerships across various
stakeholders in the ecosystem resulted in skilling
more than 3.3 million people. Our ecosystem saw
a good traction in terms of the push from MSDE
and we delivered tangible results across different
geographies and segments of society.
We became the extended arm of the Ministry within
the ecosystem that we had built over years with the
assistance and support of all our partner networks
and supplemented the government with optimum
information to galvanise all initiatives under skill
development into one common mission mode. We
continue to relentlessly drive operational excellence
and invest in innovative ways to deliver significant
achievement in skill development. NSDC, this
year, managed to build a network of 211 training
partners, with 3,611 training centres providing
standardised vocational education.
Last year saw our partnerships extending to
countries such as Germany, Canada, Australia,
US and others where we are collaborating on
creating transnational standards which will lead
to better employment opportunities for the youth
of our country and further improve the scale and
quality of vocational training in India.
Our engagement with public sector undertakings
and corporates saw phenomenal support, where
many of these organisations are investing their
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) funds for the
growth of skill development initiatives across the
country. We are elated to see such response from
our peers in the ecosystem and encourage others
to come forward and support this noble initiative.
States such as Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Karnataka, Maharashtra

Mr. Sunil Arora, Secretary, MSDE during his first visit to NSDC in
September 2014

and Uttar Pradesh have also come forward to join
hands with us in skilling the students at an early
stage through programmes under the National
Vocational Education Qualifications Framework
(NVEQF) supported by the local governments. It
is overwhelming and encouraging to see such a
response from the state governments.
In the last year, we also saw the government
introduce campaigns such as ‘Make in India’,
‘Smart Cities’, ‘Digital India Initiative’ and
‘Swachh Bharat’. Since a skilled workforce is
the backbone of any project, a clear focus on
skill development will serve as an impetus to the
success of all the national missions. I encourage
all stakeholders to realise the need and
importance of skill development and pledge to
encourage this in their personal and professional
capacities.
This year, we are targeting to skill and certify 6.6
million people. Not much really, when we talk
about a country of 1.25 billion! It is now time to
realise our determination to win, so that one day
we wake up to a new successful, skilled India.
Dilip Chenoy
MD & CEO,
National Skill Development Corporation
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Performance
*
at a Glance
206

Proposals Approved

34,42,422

37

SSCs Approved

3,611

Candidates Trained this Year

Fixed+Mobile Centres

28

5

States Covered

66%

Placement Percentage

497

Districts Covered

UTs Covered

31

Sectors Covered

1,026

Courses Active

1,319

Job Roles Standardised

14

*As of 31st March, 2015
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and Funded
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In 2014-15, NSDC Board approved 76 proposals, with a total of ` 390 crore
funding committed during the year.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Training Partners
Shri Mahila Sewa Sahkari Bank
D N Leather Solutions
Mind Q Academy
SkillPro Edutech India
ASMACS Skill Development
Sofcon India
Chitkara College of Sales and Retail Marketing
PC Training Institute
Nalanda Institute For Computer and Vocational Training
Assocom India
Image Creative Education
Shri Prahladdasji Pasari Smruti Charity Trust
The George Telegraph Training Institute (GTTI)
Jaya Organic Yojana-SSA Vermi Project
Society for Education, Empowerment and
Development (SEED)
Yashaswi Academy for Skills
E-Herex Technologies
TalentsSprint Teachers Choice
Possit Skill Organisation
Speakwell Skills Academy
JITM Skills
Heraud Training and Education (India)
Lok Bharti Skilling Solutions (LBSS)
Earnest HR Solutions
Dhanush EnggServices India
Academy of Maritime Education and Training (AMET)
Trust (AMET University)
Delhi Paramedical and Management Institute
Unifiers Social Ventures
AKGEC Skills
Asia Pacific Institute of Management
Exterior Interior
Kohinoor Technical Institute
Ascensive Educare
Deep Training Institute (IET Group of Institutions)
Institute of Solar Power Technologies and Vocational
Training
VAG Infotech
ITRC Technologies
Centre for Entrepreneurship Development, M.P.
Gram Utthan
SEED Infotech
Kapston Facilities Management
IIB Education
Aelis Enterprise Learning and Implementation Solutions

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Training Partners
CAIT Edusys
LaDegain Solutions
Daksha Skill Development
Anytime Learning
Interactive Institute of Job Skills
Social Action for Welfare and Cultural Advancement
Society (SWACA)
Syadwad Jain Educational & Social Trust
Society for Child Development
IACM
Brainware Consultancy
Skills Root Edu Tech Consulting India
Big Concepts Foundation (JCRE)
Biomed Academy LLP
Meiyur Agricultural Training
Samta Khadi Gramodyog Sansthan
Innovision
Aegis Skills Edge
Ace Skill Development
Eduploy Learning and Development
Leela’s Foundation for Education & Health
Hindustan Soft Education
Focus 4-D Career Education
K11 Fitness Management Company
Infovalley Education and Research
Sunrise Computers
TCI Institute of Logistics
Sun Skills Training & Research
Care Education and Welfare Society
Sona Yukti
Skills Academy
HCL TalentCare
TUV Rheinland NIFE Academy
Ambuja Cement Foundation

SSCs
Sports, Physical Education, Fitness & Leisure Skill
Council
Hydrocarbon Sector Skill Council
Chemical & Petrochemical Sector Skill Council
Paints & Coatings Sector Skill Council
Green Jobs Sector Skill Council
PwD Sector Skill Council
Domestic Workers Sector Skill Council
Furniture & Fittings Sector Skill Council
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Proposals Funded
During 2014-15, 44 TPs and 10 SSCs were funded. The funding break-up is as
follows:
In Rs.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Loan

Grant

Equity

Total Funding

135.78 crore

33.32 crore

3.08 crore

172.18 crore

Training Partners
Sutra-Tritech Software
KVM Academy
MIHER Skills Academy (a Unit of Four
Seasons Foundation)
Safeducate Learning
LabourNet Services India
Quivan Skill Empowerment
F-Tec Skill Development
Magic Wand Empowerment
Access Livelihoods Consulting India
Madura Micro Education
NSHM Udaan Skills (Fyne Cube)
Saltlake Institute of Engineering (IEM)
Indus Edutrain
Virinchi Learning
Anuna Education Network
SSEPL SKILLS
GDH Workforce
Asian Paints
AVTEG
D N Leather Solutions
Mind Q Academy
SkillPro Edutech India
Sofcon India
Chitkara College of Sales and Retail
Marketing
Nalanda Institute For Computer and
Vocational Training
Assocom India
Image Creative Education
Shri Prahladdasji Pasari Smruti Charity
Trust

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Training Partners
The George Telegraph Training Institute
(GTTI)
Jaya Organic Yojana-SSA Vermi Project
Society for Education, Empowerment and
Development (SEED)
Yashaswi Academy for Skills
E-Herex Technologies
TalentsSprint Teachers Choice
Heraud Training and Education (India)
Lok Bharti Skilling Solutions (LBSS)
Dhanush EnggServices India
Unifiers Social Ventures
Ascensive Educare
Deep Training Institute
(IET Group of Institutions)
Aspiring Minds
ACE Experience Asia
SurgeForth Technologies
Sunrise Computers
SSCs

1

Logistics SSC

2

Indian Iron and Steel SSC

3

Food Processing SSC

4

Lifesciences SSC

5

Power SSC

6

Beauty & Wellness SSC

7

Textile SSC

8

Handicraft and Carpet SSC

9

Tourism and Hospitality SSC

10 Earthmoving & Infrastructure Building SSC
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Our Network
S. No.

States

Total Districts

Districts Covered

1

Andhra Pradesh

13

12

2

Arunachal Pradesh

17

0

3

Assam

27

19

4

Bihar

38

21

5

Chhattisgarh

27

26

6

Goa

2

2

7

Gujarat

33

19

8

Haryana

21

21

9

Himachal Pradesh

12

12

10

Jammu and Kashmir

22

5

11

Jharkhand

24

15

12

Karnataka

30

29

13

Kerala

14

14

14

Madhya Pradesh

50

50

15

Maharashtra

35

28

16

Manipur

9

2

17

Meghalaya

11

4

18

Mizoram

8

2

19

Nagaland

11

2

20

Odisha

30

28

21

Punjab

22

21

22

Rajasthan

33

24

23

Sikkim

4

4

24

Tamil Nadu

32

27

25

Telangana

10

10

26

Tripura

8

4

27

Uttar Pradesh

75

58

28

Uttarakhand

13

6

29

West Bengal

19

19

30

Andaman and Nicobar Islands

3

0

31

Chandigarh

1

1

32

Daman

2

0

33

Dadra and Nagar Haveli

1

1

34

Delhi

9

9

35

Lakshadweep

1

1

36

Puducherry

4

1

671

497

Total

17
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Geographic Coverage of
NSDC Training Centres
Top 5
States

Numbers
Reported in
FY 14-15

% of
Total

Top 5 Sectors*

Numbers
Reported in
FY 14-15

% of
Total

Tamil Nadu

2,93,068

14%

IT and ITeS

5,94,937

40%

Maharashtra

2,59,355

13%

Telecom

1,46,514

10%

West Bengal

2,00,923

10%

Organised Retail

1,33,834

9%

Karnataka

1,75,150

9%

Banking and Financial Services

1,04,107

7%

Andhra
Pradesh

1,63,017

8%

Building, Construction and Real
Estate Services

71,607

5%

*This does not include Innovation Partners

Jammu & Kashmir

11
188

Punjab

127

Chandigarh
Haryana

Himachal Pradesh

8

Uttarakhand

35

Arunachal Pradesh
Sikkim

166
118

Delhi

Uttar Pradesh

Rajasthan

272

160

Assam

12

8

Odisha

111

Maharashtra

3

Mizoram

Chhattisgarh

392

Manipur

Meghalaya

56

350

2

8

Jharkhand

Madhya Pradesh

101

1

Nagaland

63

Gujarat

Dadra and
Nagar Haveli

12

84

Bihar

426

Tripura

West Bengal

268
Telangana

70

Goa

5

Karnataka

256

Andhra Pradesh

77

3Puducherry

Lakshadweep

1

Tamil Nadu
Kerala

74

143

Numbers mentioned in the
states denote total number of
operational centres
> 70% districts covered
50-70% districts covered
< 50% districts covered
0% covered
19
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Partner-wise
Training Number
Name
Centum Workskills India
IL & FS Skills Development Corporation
NIIT Yuva Jyoti
LabourNet Services India
Laurus Edutech
AISECT Skill Mission Society
Future Sharp Skill
Indigram Skill & Knowledge Initiatives (I-Skill)
Mann Deshi Foundation
TalentSprint
Orion Edutech
Don Bosco Tech Society
Kherwadi Social Welfare Association ( Yuva Parivartan )
ICA Infotech
Rooman Technologies
TMI group
Indus Edutrain
Datapro Computers
iSTAR Skill Development
BASIX Academy for Building Lifelong Employability
Sahayog Micromanagement
Sahaj eVillage
Indian Institute of Skill Development (IISD)
Kushal CREDAI Pune Metro
Prolific Systems and Technologies
Gram Tarang Employability Training Services
Smart Edusol Services
Empower Pragati Vocational & Staffing
Anudip Foundation for Social Welfare
Drishtee Skill Development Center
TVS Training & Services
Institute of Advanced Security Training & Management
NSHM Udaan Skills
CAP Workforce Development Institute
Globsyn Skills Development
Madura Micro Education

Numbers
Reported
1,67,042
1,19,854
95,557
81,148
61,745
60,368
55,472
38,351
38,108
36,732
29,984
27,756
25,960
24389
22,052
21,795
21,132
15,543
15,455
11,300
11,052
10,895
10,574
10,413
10,071
9,700
9,322
8,935
8,033
7,750
7,647
7,501
7,267
6,640
6,023
5,352

% of
Total
13.54%
9.72%
7.75%
6.58%
5.01%
4.89%
4.50%
3.11%
3.09%
2.98%
2.43%
2.25%
2.10%
1.98%
1.79%
1.77%
1.71%
1.26%
1.25%
0.92%
0.90%
0.88%
0.86%
0.84%
0.82%
0.79%
0.76%
0.72%
0.65%
0.63%
0.62%
0.61%
0.59%
0.54%
0.49%
0.43%
21

Name
Edubridge Learning
Skill Ventures (InSkills)
Lok Bharti Skilling Solutions (LBSS)
TeamLease Services
Keertika Academy
Pratham Education Foundation
Ants Consulting & Services
RuralShores Skills Academy
Saksham Training and Facility Management
Best First Step Education
Caravan Crafts Retails
ESMS Esource Consulting
GRAS Education and Training Services
Pragmatic Educational Society (ICSS)
Safeducate Learning
SkillPro Edutech India
MIHER Skills Academy (a Unit of Four Seasons Foundation)
Manipal City & Guilds
Apollo MedSkills
Nalanda Institute For Computer and Vocational Training
Construction Industry Development Council
Britti Prosikshan
Aptech
Pipal Tree Skill Venture
iPRIMED Education Solutions
Gols Skills
Skills Academy
Providers Skill Academy
Vidyanta Skill Institute
PanIIT Alumni Reach For India Foundation
SkillSonics India
SynchroServe Global Solutions
Mahindra Namaste
Involute Institute of Industries Training
Amass Skill Ventures
Calance Software
AlmaMate Info Tech
SkillSource Learning & Technologies
Quivan Skill Empowerment
E-Herex Technologies
Yashaswi Academy
Stratadigm Education and Training
SB Global Educational Resources

22

Numbers
Reported
5,233
5,093
5,045
4,792
4,789
4,667
4,338
4,212
4,089
4,041
3,994
3,934
3,885
3,457
3,389
3,384
3,381
3,268
3,132
3,124
2,994
2,389
2,295
2,106
1,891
1,869
1,786
1,784
1,762
1,699
1,673
1,551
1,452
1,331
1,288
1,281
1,104
1,023
1,020
1,010
945
941
864

% of
Total
0.42%
0.41%
0.41%
0.39%
0.39%
0.38%
0.35%
0.34%
0.33%
0.33%
0.32%
0.32%
0.31%
0.28%
0.27%
0.27%
0.27%
0.26%
0.25%
0.25%
0.24%
0.19%
0.19%
0.17%
0.15%
0.15%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
0.13%
0.12%
0.11%
0.10%
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Name
GDH Workforce
Premier Center for Competency Training
Emerge Vocational Skill
Laqsh Job Skills Academy
Industree Skill Transform
L S Talent Transformation Manpower
ePalmleaf ITES
Edujobs Academy
Edulight Careers
24x7 Learning
Magic Wand Empowerment
D N Leather Solutions
Assocom India
Global Talent Track
Asian Paints
Skill Tree Consulting
AVTEG
Society for Education, Empowerment and Development (SEED)
IMS Proschool
Kalyani Skills
UPTEC Computer Consultancy
Access Livelihoods Consulting India
Total Numbers Reported (by NSDC TPs)
Total Numbers Reported (by NSDC Innovation Partners)
SSC Name
IT-ITeS Sector Skills Council NASSCOM
Gems & Jewellery Skill Council of India
Electronics Sector Skills Council of India
Life Sciences Sector Skill Council
Mining Sector Skill Council
Telecom Sector Skill Council
Retailers Association’s Skill Council of India
Total Numbers Reported (by SSC)
Udaan Numbers Reported

Numbers
Reported
848
846
657
626
611
564
553
475
474
459
445
419
371
363
352
298
218
213
160
93
73
5

% of
Total
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

12,33,346

100%

5,51,384
Numbers
Reported
2,41,652
11,243
1,423
488
279
60
45
2,55,190

% Of
Total
94.69%
4.41%
0.56%
0.19%
0.11%
0.02%
0.02%
100%

3,350

23
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STAR Scheme
Udaan
WorldSkill India

SPECIAL
PROJECTS
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Star Scheme
National Skill Certification and Monetary Reward (STAR) Scheme
The National Skill Certification and Monetary Reward Scheme was unveiled formally on 16
August 2013 by the Union Finance Minister. Standard Training Assessment and Reward, a
scheme branded as STAR, aimed to provide financial aid to those who wished to acquire a
new skill or upgrade their existing one. In the first year of its implementation, one million people
were expected to benefit from the STAR scheme, with NSDC being the executing body through
various SSCs, training providers and assessment agencies.

Key highlights of the star scheme
Training conducted on industry-recognised National Occupational Standards (NOS)
Focus was on outcome-based assessments
19 SSCs participated in the Scheme
Call centre in place to provide information on the
STAR scheme
People Trained
SSC

13,99,152

Job Roles
Job Roles

297

Tie-ups with Bank of India, Canara
Bank and Central Bank of India
for opening bank accounts for
trainees and facilitating the auto
Training Partners
debit facility for disbursing
(719)
monetary rewards to certified
candidates
68 (NSDC)

Assessors

2,813
Assessment
Agencies

29

26

Process manual with 19 processes to
ensure standardised implementation by all
stakeholders

236 (Govt.)
415 (Others)

Training Centres

17,250

First-ever Skilling Card
was launched under the
Scheme through a tie-up with
Bank of India and Visa
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The scheme provided a potent tool in the hands
of the Indian youth and trained them as per
industry- recognised occupational standards
based on their choice. On successful completion
of training programme and assessment
conducted by NSDC-authenticated TPs, the
candidates not only received a governmentrecognised certificate but also an average
monetary reward of ` 10,000, enabling them to
repay their course fee to the training provider.

Providing a Unique Identity to Every Trainee

The main objective of the STAR scheme was to
promote a paradigm shift from content-based
to outcome-based courses that are aligned with
industry-formulated occupational standards.
The scheme targeted to skill 80 per cent of the
entry-level workforce required in various sectors
to cover the prevailing skills gap, and initially
comprised a limited number of high-marketdemand job roles from Levels 1 to 4 in the
National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF).

Facilitating Financial
Inclusion for Every Trainee

STAR provided the much-needed impetus to
generating exceptional interest in the skilling
ecosystem. It acted as an active platform to align
the skill development ecosystem and create a
common platform for training based on NOS and
outcome-based assessments.

NSDC facilitated trainees in enrolling for the
creation of Aadhaar numbers. Aadhaar enrolment
camps were also organised in the Unique
Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) covered
states. Biometric enrolments in the National
Population Register (NPR) states were being
facilitated through the Registrar General & Census
Commissioner of India office.

NSDC signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Bank of India
on 30 December 2013 under the STAR
Scheme to facilitate opening of bank
accounts for trainees along with an
auto-debit facility through multi-wallet functionality.
The bank, amongst other features, also provided an
NSDC co-branded debit card (Skilling Card) along
with a personal accidental insurance cover of
` 1 lakh.

Jammu & Kashmir

3,614
Punjab

Chandigarh

2,618

Haryana

92,768
62,265
Rajasthan
141,626

Delhi

Himachal Pradesh

96

Uttarakhand

Arunachal Pradesh

209

7,449

Sikkim

Assam

Uttar Pradesh

98,629

70

Bihar

Nagaland

20,863

Achieved Geographical
Scale
STAR was able to achieve
nation-wide reach by
30 April 2015, with over
14 lakh enrolments.
More than 35 states/
union territories were
covered through training
programmes across 19
different sectors.

29,795
55,081
9,201

Gujarat

63,438

Jharkhand

Madhya Pradesh

22,093

117,972

Daman and Diu

458

Maharashtra

Dadra and Nagar Haveli

45

110,528

Manipur

0

Mizoram

Chhattisgarh

16,930
Odisha
30,211

176

140

Meghalaya

8,104
Tripura

96,200
West Bengal

Telangana

32,443
Goa

670

Karnataka

Andhra Pradesh

87,915 121,180

Andaman and Nicobar Islands

10

Total
Enrolments in
NPR States

1,141,854

Total
Enrolments in
Aadhaar States

Puducherry

Lakshadweep

Kerala

5,597
Tamil Nadu

353 41,063 120,981

258,937
27

Udaan:
Spreading Wings
The Journey So Far
Udaan, the Special Industry Initiative (SII) for Jammu & Kashmir (J&K), is funded by the
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) and implemented by NSDC. The programme is a part of
the overall initiative to address economic issues in J&K. Udaan is primarily focussed on
the J&K youth who are graduates, post graduates and three-year diploma engineers. The
scheme serves the dual purpose of imparting skill training and creating job opportunities
besides providing adequate exposure to J&K’s rich talent pool, which is yet to be exploited,
to corporate India. Udaan aims to reach out to 40,000 youth in J&K over a period of five
years. It is designed to encourage corporates to travel to J&K, interact with the local youth
and recruit those who aspire to work with them

13

mega recruitment
drives conducted in
the districts of J&K

During
2014-15

4,903

candidates joined
training
Commitment to

94,300

Udaan has
partnered with
companies across

candidates by 74
leading corporates

19 sectors from IT/
ITeS, banking, retail,
healthcare, etc.

62,869

3,361

candidates completed
training and 3,133
candidates offered
jobs

candidates
registered with
Udaan

Udaan Mega Recruitment Drives in Jammu
We all know that Kashmir had a tough
September and October due to floods last
year. Out of 15 lakh families more than 10 lakh
families suffered in some way or the other due
to this calamity. The infrastructure also was
adversely affected. ‘Udaan Mega Drives’, an
initiative started in November 2014, provided
a ray of hope to the youth and helped in fast
tracking the rehabilitation process across the
state.
During these drives, participating corporates hire
local candidates, provide off-site training and
recruit them on successful completion of the
28

training. Since inception more than 12,000 youth
of J&K have been selected for Udaan.
Estimates suggest that over 5,240 training offers
were made during these recruitment drives.
Some of India’s largest corporations such as
IL&FS, Reliance HR Services, Accenture, Mount
Talent Consulting, Manpower, etc., participated in
this massive recruitment drive.
Post selection, recruits will be trained by
the respective corporates over three to six
months after which job offers will be made for
placements across the country.
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Udaan Corporate Partners
IT/ITeS

Banking/Finance

Udaan Mega Recruitment Drives

Organised Retail
and Human
Resources

Hospitality
Ganderbal

Kupwara
Baramulla
Srinagar
Budgam
Reasi

Automobile

Education
Jammu
Samba

Kathua
Udhampur

Healthcare

Telecom

Sports

Sales and
Customer Care for
BFSI & Telecom

Anantnag

Building and
Construction

Manufacturing

Securities
Services

Clinical
Research

Transportation
and Logistics

Power

Retail

Engineering
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WorldSkills
WorldSkills India is an initiative of the National
Skill Development (NSDC), under the Ministry
of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship.
NSDC, through its WorldSkills India initiative,
has been leading India’s participation at the
WorldSkills International Competition since
2011.
WorldSkills International Competition occurs
once every two years and is the biggest
vocational education and skills excellence event
in the world. The competitors represent the
best of their peers and are selected from skills
competitions in WorldSkills member countries
and regions, across the world.

Mr. Rajiv Pratap Rudy, MoS, MSDE interacting with the candidates
participating in Aircraft Maintenance competition at WorldSkills India
finals

In order to select the best in the country to
represent India at the WorldSkills International
Competition in Sao Paulo, Brazil in August 2015,
NSDC conducted a three tier selection process
including regional, national and final competition.
These competitions were organised over 11
month period starting in April 2014, culminating
with WorldSkills India Finals at Pragati Maidan in
Delhi from 26th – 28th February, 2015.

Mr. Sunil Arora, Secretary, MSDE, interacting with Ms. Girija Mani participant
in Welding competition at WorldSkills India Finals

Journey to Sao Paulo

Final
Selections for

WSI
2015
Final
Selection for
Team WS India
Specialised Industry
Training
National Competition

WorldSkills Competition, Sao Paulo, Brazil
26-28 February 2015, Pragati Maidan, New Delhi

1,050
Participants

250

From this pool
selected to
compete at
national level

100

Selected
from different
colleges across
Delhi & NCR

Participants

Regional Competition

Volunteers

30

From across
India at
regional level

20
Years

80

Qualify

29

Candidates
from 27 skills

Average
age of
participants
For final
competition
held in Pragati
Maidan, Delhi
Shortlisted to compete at
WorldSkills International
Competition 2015 at
Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Candidate demonstrating his hair dressing skills during the WorldSkills
India final competition

Candidates during the Robotic Competition at the WorldSkills India
finals organised on 26-28 February 2015

Nearly 1050 candidates participated at these competitions. In all 113 rounds of competitions were
held (85 regional, 27 national and one final round) across different levels to select a team of 27
candidates in 29 skills, who will represent India at the WorldSkills International Competition in Sao
Paolo, Brazil.

Mr. S. Ramadorai, Chairman, NSDC & NSDA, Mr. Pawan Agarwal, JS, MSDE along with other dignitaries during the certificate distribution
ceremony at the WorldSkills India Finals

WorldSkills ASEAN 2014 Competition, Hanoi, Vietnam
India participated in the 10th ASEAN Skill
Competition on 24th – 26th October 2014 as
an Observer in select few skills to enhance
understanding of the skill and the level of
competition, with the following benefits:

1. Understand various skills set promoted in
various countries
2. Understand the level of skill in other countries
3. Benchmark international skills with Indian
skills
4. Gain global experience

Partners

For more information on WorldSkills India, please visit http://www.worldskillsindia.co.in/
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Human Resource
Requirement Studies
Programme Development
Project Evaluation,
Approval and Monitoring
Standards & Quality
Assurance
NVQF
Communication &
Advocacy
Innovation &
Engagement
Global Partnerships

NSDC: A
Catalyst of
Change
33

Human Resource
Requirement Studies
‘Measurement is the first step that leads to control and eventually to improvement.’
To ensure that all our activities are outcomeoriented, NSDC has developed a strong
knowledge base for skills in India. Over the years,
NSDC has conducted in-depth research of skill
gaps existing across the country to understand
the sectoral and geographical spread and
requirements in the system.
In 2014-15, NSDC’s sector-wise reports on
human resources and skill requirements across
24 high priority sectors were released by the
Hon’ble Minister of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship, Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy. These
24 sector reports cover 19 high priority sectors
identified by the Planning Commission, in
addition to the telecom, agriculture and informal
sectors. The reports detail the skill demand
projections for each sector for 2013-17 and
2017-2022, and also highlight critical job roles
for the sectors along with the existing skill gaps.
The reports have been developed in cooperation
with all stakeholders in the skill development
ecosystem. Extensive stakeholder engagement
was carried out to arrive at the outcomes.

34

Extensive Stakeholder Engagement
Interactions
with over 1,600
trainees
Covering 24
sectors including
unorganised
sector

Qualitative skill
gaps covering
over 500 job
roles

Sector
Reports

Insights from
over 700
industry
consultations

Supply
assessment
covering around
110 institutions

Involving 19
Sector Skills
Councils
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Overall Incremental Human Resource Requirement across Sectors
Incremental Human Resource Requirement across Sectors: 109.73 million*
40

Top 10 sectors account for about 80% of requirements

31
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2

2

2

2

1

Pharma and Life Science

BFSI

Media and Entertainment

3

Agriculture

4

Telecommunication

Healthcare

4

IT and ITeS

4

Construction Material and Building
Hardware

4

Gems and Jewellery

4

Leather and Leather Goods

4

Auto and Auto Components

5

Education/Skill Development

5

Food Processing

5

Electronic and IT Hardware

6

Private Security Services

6

Domestic Help

Retail

6

Handlooms and Handicrafts

-30

7

Textile and Clothing

-20

Transportation and Logistics

-10

Building, Construction and Real Estate

0

10

Furniture and Furnishing

12
10

Tourism, Hospitality & Travel

17

Beauty and Wellness

30

-25

Note: To make the individual reports as actual representation of the sectors requirement, the above projections have been counted in both the
standalone retail sector and their respective larger sectors. *After removing duplication component in the retail segment

Top 5 states account for ~50% of the incremental requirement of the country
These studies provide
a snapshot of districtwise manpower
requirements and
the aspirations of
the youth in the
state, along with
recommendations to
address the gaps.
These studies are
useful first-round
reference documents
for policy makers at
the national and state
levels, chambers of
commerce, industry
associations,
SSCs and training
providers.

Incremental Human Resource Requirement by states between 2012-22

Jammu & Kashmir

1.12
1.24
Punjab

1.61

Haryana
Delhi
Rajasthan

Himachal Pradesh

0.15

10.51

Uttarakhand

3.71
6.34

Assam

Uttar Pradesh

7.82

Nagaland

0.25

Meghalaya

Jharkhand

0.23

Manipur

0.14

Mizoram

3.04

Chhattisgarh

0.26

2.11
Odisha

Maharashtra

0.1

Bihar

4.45

Madhya Pradesh

5.76

1.23

Sikkim

11.01

4.24
Gujarat

Arunachal Pradesh

0.15

15.52

Tripura

9.34

West Bengal

Telangana

10.87

Goa

0.23

Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka

8.48

Between 10 - 16 million (Top 5)
Kerala

3.15

Tamil Nadu

13.55

Between 4 - 10 million
Between 1 - 4 million
Less than 1 million (Bottom 8)

Notes: The number for Bihar is not available as the study is still under process; All figures in millions
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Programme
Development
The Programme Development (PD) team is
responsible for building a robust pipeline of
proposals that create large scale, sustainable
skilling capacity on the ground across the
country. All proposals have to adhere to the
NSDC proposal evaluation process – both
financial and social. Potential partnerships
are identified through calls for proposals,

Nurture
Approach
Interact
Develop
Draft
Feedback
Final
Submission

referrals and proactive outreach by the PD
team. The submitted proposals undergo an
initial screening process where the proposal
is vetted and discussed by the members of
the PD team. Proposals that pass the initial
screening are submitted for further diligence
conducted by the investing and incentivising
team at NSDC.

Seed the idea of Skilling India by developing platforms for
participation of the private sector in skill development. Also,
dialogue with the private sector and training providers to create
a vibrant and sustainable skilling ecosystem
The process starts when the PD team or the potential TPs
approach the other party

Several rounds of discussions with the potential training
partner regarding the training process. Also, NSDC guidelines
for submission of proposals shared

The inputs from the PD team help potential partners to structure
their business plan and develop a better understanding of the
training to be undertaken in line with the proposal owner’s
strength and interest, keeping in mind the skill gaps

After a clear understanding of the guidelines, objectives and methods of
the training programme, potential partners draft technical and financial
proposals with the supporting annexure and share it with the PD team
The PD team analyses the proposals and gives necessary
feedback for improvement of the proposal, if any

After complete handholding in the drafting process, refined proposals are
finally submitted with supporting documents to NSDC for further due diligence
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Mr. Rajiv Pratap Rudy along with senior colleagues from MSDE and NSDC interacting with training partners to harmonise the skill development
activities across the country

Uniqueness of NSDC’s process
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous feedback and handholding of the applicants to achieve common objectives
Analysis of strengths, capacities, capabilities and corresponding suggestions
Selection process, as opposed to a usual rejection process
Alignment of training programmes with NOS
Year-round submission
All types of entities qualified for submission (corporate/educational/non-governmental/not-forprofit, etc.)
• Independent team for proposal evaluation and approval

Training/
Vocational
57%

Partner with Us!

Corporate/
SMEs
22%

Educational/
University
13%

Breakup of
Proposals
Submitted in
2014-15

NGO
8%

For 2015-16, NSDC has set an
ambitious target to deliver 6.6
million people trained on the ground
through NSDC partners and their
associates.
Whether you are a skill training
provider looking to scale up, a large
corporation looking for the next big
investment opportunity or a start-up
with the zeal to transform the status
quo – you have a role to play.
We urge you to join us in this
endeavour by sharing your ideas
and plans for contributing to
India’s Skill Mission. Write to us at:
proposals@nsdcindia.org
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Project Evaluation,
Approval and
Monitoring
NSDC follows a comprehensive and robust due diligence process for evaluation and appraisal of
proposals to identify prospective TPs. With a mandate to train 150 million people in India by 2022,
the organisation has steadily augmented its base of affiliated training providers with an addition of
76 skilling partners in FY 2014-15 creating a training capacity of 8.8 million candidates.
The diligence and evaluation process is
managed within the organisation by the
Investing and Incentivising (I&I) team, which
reviews and analyses all proposals and works
in collaboration with the external due diligence
partners to ensure that the due diligence
exercise is both comprehensive and transparent.
The evaluation of individual proposals is carried
out in two broad categories: (i) financial and
technical; and (ii) legal.

76

FY 14-15

50

FY 13-14
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Key Highlights
No of
Proposals
Approved

Cumulative

205

FY14-15

76

Training
Capacity
Created
(In Million)

Cumulative
FY14-15

FY 12-13

20

87.76

FY 11-12

8.8

No. of
Training
Partners
Y-o-Y

24

FY 10-11
NSDC Training Partners

Due Diligence Partners (Technical & Financial)

38

Due Diligence Partners (Legal)
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All proposals go through a three-tier approval
process consisting of the Proposal Evaluation
Committee (PEC), Proposal Approval Committee
(PAC) and the NSDC Board

mentioned in the loan agreement. The
monitoring team also conducts regular audits
at partner locations to validate the information
provided to NSDC.

Monitoring

Further, to augment the monitoring process,
NSDC has deployed a client relationship
management system called the Skill
Development Management System (SDMS) in
partnership with Talisma. SDMS has automated
the process of data reporting and updating from
TPs and SSCs to NSDC. It also helps in tracking
the assessment and certification of candidates
under training across the country.

To monitor the performance of approved
TPs and SSCs, NSDC has appointed KPMG
as an independent monitoring agency.
The monitoring team reviews each TP’s
performance on both social and financial
parameters on a monthly basis and carries
out a comparison against the milestones

Board
Representatives of key stakeholders - both government
and private sector
Chairman, MD & CEO of NSDC

Proposal Approval Committee (PAC)
Diverse representation from private equity, NGOs,
industry, banking sector

Proposal Evaluation Committee (PEC)
- Dues diligence partners
- NSDC team

Proposal introduction and evaluation – test of
responsiveness, technical, financial and legal due
diligence
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Standards &
Quality Assurance
Impact Made by SSCs across
Various Sectors
By the end of FY 2014-15, NSDC approved
a total of 37 SSCs. Sixteen of these SSCs
represented major unorganised sectors such
as beauty & wellness and handicrafts; clusterbased but flourishing sectors such as textiles
& handlooms, furniture, food processing; large
workforce sectors such as logistics, aviation
& mining; and priority and significant sectors
such as life sciences, tourism & hospitality,
management, furniture, apparels, sports, power,
oil & gas/hydrocarbons, iron & steel, earth
moving & infrastructure building.
These SSCs work along with the industry and
employers, firstly, to identify occupations and job
roles in their respective sectors and, secondly, to

analyse functions of the job roles for developing
Qualification Pack (QP)-NOS. A set of NOS
related to a specific, popular job role is called
a QP. SSCs aim to create QPs for job roles in
their respective industry. QPs further drive the
development of Learning Frameworks based
on the NSQF, career pathway, curriculum and
assessments.
The Qualification Registration Committee,
an apex body, examines QP-NOS of SSCs
for finalising NOS with members from SSCs.
These standards are diligently checked by the
Standards & Quality Assurance division, NSDC.
Thereafter, the approved NOS are uploaded in
the public domain for viewing and comment on
www.nsdcindia.org for a month following which
the standards are published on the national
website and promulgated.

QP-NOS Status as of 31 March 2015
S.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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Sector
Agriculture
Apparel
Automotive
Beauty & Wellness
BFSI
Capital Goods
Construction
Electronics
Gems & Jewellery
Healthcare
Handicraft
Iron & Steel
IT-ITeS
Infrastructure
Leather

No. of
QPs
53
25
190
3
10
56
24
139
86
27
24
42
79
19
50

Total No.
of NOSs
381
126
938
18
48
198
237
462
375
417
125
46
546
69
265

S.
No.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Sector
Logistics
Life Science
Media &
Entertainment
Mining
Plumbing
Power
Retail
Rubber
Sports
Security
Telecom
Textile
Tourism & Hospitality
Total

No. of
QPs
19
61
51

Total No.
of NOSs
67
168
171

40
25
11
11
149
4
9
36
56
20
1,319

123
101
23
130
751
16
119
128
401
176
6,625
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Mr. Rajiv Pratap Rudy, MoS, MSDE after the General Council Meeting of Beauty & Wellness SSC

Thirty-two qualification files of four SSCs,
namely capital goods (14), plumbing (15),
electronics & hardware (2) and security (1) have
been approved for inclusion in the Qualifications
Register so far by the National Skills
Qualifications Committee. These standards will
be part of the national registry.

Curriculum Alignment with
Qualification Packs
The QP captures the industry requirements for
a job role in the form of performance outcomes
required for the role along with the knowledge as
well as generic and professional skills required to

achieve those performance outcomes. Hence, to
align the various technical and vocational training
programmes to industry needs, the training
providers will want to align their curriculums to
the QPs.
The Standards & Quality Assurance division
at NSDC has been supporting various training
providers in this activity by helping them
understand the usage of QPs and NOS in
how to use them in designing or modifying
curriculums by conducting workshops, holding
one-on-one meetings, and providing templates
and feedback. Till date, 103 TPs have been
supported in aligning 1,100 courses with
QP-NOSs issued by 28 SSCs. This apart,
assistance has been provided to SSCs for
curriculum alignment of nine Ministry of Micro
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME)
courses, 85 Military Engineer Service (MES)
courses, 41 Certified Technology Specialist
(CTS) courses and work has started on
mapping the University Grants Commission
(UGC) and All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE) courses to the appropriate
QPs with the involvement of respective
SSCs. NSDC also participated in eight UGC
workshops held across the country to assist
colleges on understanding the nuances
of aligning their courses to the QP-NOS
environment. Workshops were conducted for
universities such as Tamil Nadu Open University
and industries such as Ambuja Cements.
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National Skill
Qualification
Framework
Implementation at Schools and Universities
for Introducing Vocational Education
Over the last two years, NSDC has been
working closely with various universities and
state governments for implementing vocational
education programmes aligned with regular
academics to ensure that employability skills
have a feasible career upgradation path. Various
universities (government and private), and school
education systems in the state governments are
aligning to the standards set by the industry.
The courses are either optional or mandatory in
nature and are pegged at different NSQF levels.
At the school level, NSDC works with the
state government to introduce the courses in
Government Senior Secondary Schools for various
job roles at NSQF level 4 for students of classes
IX to XII. The programme is funded through the
centrally sponsored Scheme of Vocationalisation
of Secondary Education of the Ministry of Human
Resource Development. The scheme lists out
a crucial role for NSDC and its SSCs, as NOS
developed by the SSCs are supposed to govern
all activities to be taken up in vocational education.
The scheme also mandates the SSCs to conduct
assessments and certification jointly with the State
Education Board.
NSDC and its SSCs have been supporting the
state governments in the following areas for
implementation including:
•
•
•
•

Identification of trades/occupations
Accrediting curriculum
Quality control of training
Student assessment and certification

At present, NSDC is working with the
governments of 10 states, viz., Haryana,
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Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Punjab,
Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Chattisgarh, Nagaland and Maharashtra to
implement this ambitious scheme impacting
close to 1,200 schools across them. MoUs
with five other states are on the anvil along
with the expansion of the scheme in the
current states.
State governments have empanelled more
than 20 NSDC-funded TPs to take on the
responsibility of end-to-end implementation
including training delivery, deployment of faculty,
setting up of labs and organising guest lectures/
industry visits.
The overall quality and monitoring of the
implementation is done by NSDC and its SSCs.
For the higher education sector, NSDC has
developed a unique model to integrate skillbased training into the academic cycle of
universities to bridge the industry-academia
gap. The courses offered are designed to be
progressive in nature – from NSQF Level 5 to
Level 7, based on NOS set by industry through
SSCs. The key highlights of the model are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Based on state skill gap report –
identification of sectors and job roles
Curriculum alignment and capacity building
workshops by the SSCs
Development of an implementation model
and integration into university academic
cycle
Student orientation sessions and
standardised training delivery by NSDC TPs
Internships and on-the-job training
Assessment and certification by SSCs
Last mile employability and entrepreneurship
opportunities for the students
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NSDC’s current engagement reaches out to
more than 1,500 colleges across 25 universities
including Savitribai Phule University of Pune and
University of Delhi; 67 colleges including Non
Collegiate Women’s Education Board (NCWEB)
and School of Open Learning (SOL), Tamil Nadu
Open University (TNOU), Department of Higher
Education, Punjab; and private universities
such as Centurion University, Amity University,
Gurgaon, Vel-Tech University, IILM and Maharishi
Dayanand University, among others. In addition,
an MoU has been signed with AICTE for a tie up
with 100 community colleges and with UGC for
150 community colleges and 127 colleges.
More than 22 NSDC-funded TPs affiliated to
respective SSCs are involved in imparting

training to the students under these partnerships.
The infrastructure is allocated by the respective
colleges of the university. A project management
team established under the supervision of NSDC
ensures monitoring and evaluation of ongoing
training programmes.
Academia recognises the benefits of
this model for the integration of industryrecognised skills with regular studies as the
certification from the SSCs, which is a mark of
industry’s endorsement of the skills learnt by
the trainee, helps in increasing the student’s
employability aspects. The certificate awarded
highlights the job role for which the trainee has
undergone training, aligned to the appropriate
level of NSQF.
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Communication
and
Advocacy

On the communication and advocacy front,
NSDC has two key objectives – maximise
the number of candidates joining the training
programmes across the country and attract the
best TPs to join the NSDC ecosystem. During
FY 2014-15, we launched our first full-fledged
communication campaign covering various
platforms across five states in India, i.e., Uttar
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal
and Assam.
The campaign went on air with three television
commercials focussing on the security and
gems & jewellery sectors and a multi-skilled
montage film. The campaign was launched
under the banner ‘Hunar Hai Toh Kadar Hai’,
i.e., ‘With Skill Comes Respect’ on 2 October
2014. The campaign was aired for two months
across different platforms, i.e., television,
radio, digital media and outdoor, etc., in four
different languages in the targeted states.
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The response to the television commercial
was unprecedented and produced results
far beyond any reasonable expectation. The
average number of calls at the call centre
shot up from 500 calls a day to 22,000 calls
a day, peaking at 32,000 calls on 17 October
2014. NSDC used both IVR ports and call
centre agents to address the queries of more
than 1 million people who gave missed calls
on ‘88000-55555’, during the two-month
campaign period.
On the mobile front, 8.5 million inbox messages
were sent to users on Rocketalk and 15 million
users viewed the commercial on their mobiles
using Rocketalk and VUClip. The NSDC jingle
also targeted 5 lakh subscribers under the
education section on Nokia Life Tool. More
than 6 lakh SMSs, with details of nearby NSDC
training centres, were sent to people who called
the call centre during the campaign period.
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experience with the public, leading to a greater
participation in the Skill India Movement.

While the campaign resulted in more than 1 lakh
candidates directly enrolling in various training
programmes across the country, estimates
suggest that a large number of people also
benefitted from word-of-mouth publicity and
referrals during the overall campaign period.
The campaign also received encouraging
reviews from experts in both print and online
media.
During the year, we released several press
advertisements announcing Udaan’s
recruitment drive in different districts of
J&K, signing of the first tripartite agreement
between NSDF, POWERGRID and NSDC under
the CSR initiative and the launch of WorldSkills
India Final Competition at Pragati Maidan in
Delhi.
On the public relations front, we further
strengthened our media engagement with
regular imprints across print and online media,
across the country. In the current financial
year, we plan to engage with TPs and SSCs,
providing them an opportunity to share their

India’s first reality show on skills – Hunnarbaaz
– which started in February 2014, continued
during FY 2014-15. The show highlighted the
skills and innovations in the space of vocational
training across the country, and helped millions
of young Indians become aware of the ways
in which they can upgrade their skills and
get employed. NSDC partnered with Cinema
Vision to support this initiative. The show was
aired every Sunday at 11 am on DD National,
covering different skills over 33 episodes aired
during FY 2014–15.
On the digital front, we are also engaging
with our stakeholders on various social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube. Today, we have a library of more than
300 video testimonials, case studies, etc.,
on YouTube, over 1.5 lakh fans on Facebook
and close to 30,000 followers on Twitter.
During the year, we also launched NSDC’s
new website which enables better access
to information regarding our core business.
Among other services, users will now be able to
get information on courses offered across the
country in the shortest possible time.
A news website of WorldSkills India was also
launched during the year. Updates regarding
competitions and winners are now available on
the website. WorldSkills and Udaan projects
are also active on social media and reaching
out to a large number of potential beneficiaries
through targeted marketing across different
media.
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Innovation
and
Engagement
The Innovation and Engagement team plays an
enabling role working closely with both internal
and external stakeholders on three specific areas
of engagement:
•
•
•

Innovations in skill development
CSR and collaborative projects
Capacity building and restructuring

Innovations in Skill Development
NSDC fosters innovative solutions and models
by supporting entities that address existing gaps
along the skill development value chain in a
sustainable manner. This is carried out through
both financial and non-financial partnerships.

Through the Innovation Fund, NSDC has
committed approximately ` 35 crore to
nine entities, and as of FY 2015 disbursed
approximately ` 17 crore. During the year,
NSDC launched the first nation-wide NSDC
Innovations for Skills Challenge 2014 (NISC
2014), to identify and invest in enterprises that
are robust, sustainable and accelerate inclusive
and sustainable growth of India.
Over 170 nominations were received from across
the country, and after a multi-level selection
process that concluded with a jury presentation,
14 entities were selected to undergo NSDC’s due
diligence process for funding support. A quick
snapshot of the challenge is provided here.

Nationwide call for application submission through online (NSDC Innovation for Skills Marketplace) & offline mode
Stage 1: 170+ initial relevant
applications
Reviewed for relevance

Stage 2: 52, 10 Yr Business Model
Submission

Stage 3: 34 Finalists Selected across categories

Assessed by Industry Experts

Jury pitches across 4 panels in Delhi & Bangalore

14 winners
Entity

Category

Summary

Students Fuel

Awareness/
Counselling/
Financial
Linkages/
Assessments

Career Counselling for lower income marginalised group focussed on confidence
building & life skills

Shar Technologies
Qustn Technologies
Induslynk Training Services
(Mettl)
Skillveri
Lets Corp
Knorish Frameworks
JCPL Jagbros (Youth4work)
Fab Repair & Maintenance
Babajob
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SaaS based mLearning platform for delivery, engagement, tracking and proctored
assessments on low bandwidth
Conducting Scalable Real-time Authentic Assessments Remotely using Proctoring
Technology

Training
Platforms/
Technology

Scalable simulation platform for multiple vocational skills

Placement/
Industry
Linkages/Open
Innovation

Online pre assessment & index platform focussed on student population

Oyster Learning
Tamul Plates

Awareness creation and Job connectivity through a kiosk model in rural areas

Career focussed platform combining skills and career pathways
Custom content generation & delivery platform for self employment skills
Urban aggregator service for skilled blue collar technicians
Job portal focussed on blue collar workers with special focus on first time women
entrepreneurs
Building work skills through Virtual, Industry-led Live Projects

Training/Value
Chain Models

North East livelihood initiative focussed on training women & providing market
linkages

SkillTrain

Blended vocational training model focussed on Self Employment in rural areas

Centurion University (CUTM)

Farmer centric value chain model that combines skills, knowledge, market and
provides value addition
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All submissions were handled through an
innovation micro-site, and winners were featured
quite widely in the press.
NSDC also works closely with MSDE to address
specific gaps through sustained ICT and other
technology interventions.
For more information visit:
http://innovation.nsdcindia.org/

Corporate Collaboration and CSR
NSDC works with corporates, foundations,
government, and community-based
organisations in structuring high-impact
collaborative projects.
The Company Act, 2013, which came into
effect on 1 April 2014, details out the CSR
mandate for Indian companies. Over the past
year, NSDC has evolved a robust framework to
solicit funds for skill development projects in
line with these guidelines. While many private
and public sector enterprises have supported
vocational training programmes in the past, the
Act provides an opportunity to tap into these
funds in a structured manner. Today, NSDC
can assist any entity in designing the structure
and management process of skill development
projects due to its nation-wide presence through
its training organisations.
The project can be structured through a
direct bipartite agreement, or a tripartite
agreement, with contributions to the National
Skill Development Fund, a Government of India
fund under MSDE. All projects are implemented
through NSDC’s approved TPs, with monitoring
and reporting of project outcomes provided
centrally by NSDC.
In the first year of such engagements, NSDC
signed two MoUs to manage CSR projects.
Partner Entity
Power Grid Corporation of India
Limited
Cholamandalam Investment and
Finance Company Limited

NSDC has actively participated in CSR
discussions to advocate for skill development
through outreach events, industry forums, oneon-one consultations, and other ways. At the
end of March 2014, NSDC was in advanced
talks with various entities, including Coal India
Limited, National Thermal Power Corporation,
City and Industrial Development Corporation
of Maharashtra, Essar Foundation, JP Morgan
Foundation and others to structure skill
development projects.
During the year, NSDC also provided assistance
to Action Aid in successfully obtaining funding
for a skill development project from the
European Union, focussed on the informal
sector, including rag pickers, fish workers,
women in home-based jobs, street vendors,
agricultural labourers, bidi workers and others.
The project envisages skills-based training to
24,000 persons over a four-year period in
16 states of the country.

Capacity Building and
Restructuring
In line with the Standardised Framework
for Revitalising Distressed Assets policy
approved by the Board, the team works with
select partners in overseeing the restructuring
process. During the year, the team worked with
three such entities.
The team also oversees capacity building efforts
of partner organisations under a larger Technical
Assistance programme with the Department
for International Development (DFID). During
the year, two partner organisations (Ace
Experiences working with persons with
disabilities and CSC SPV working on e-training
delivery using the National Optic Fibre Network)
were supported, with an objective to scale up
their programmes.

Model
Tripartite agreement with
NSDF and NSDC
Bipartite agreement with
NSDC

Project Objective
5,000 candidates to be trained
across 33 locations
350+ candidates to be trained
across 2 sectors in 3 locations
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Global
Partnerships
NSDC’s international engagement in skills is
multi-faceted and ranges from collaborations
under the overarching umbrella of joint working
groups to multi- and bi-lateral agency projects
including capacity creation, standardisation of
content and curriculum, adoption of best case
practices across different sectors, enhancement of
international mobility through mapping of job roles
or development of transnational standards, etc.
NSDC also has several on-going projects with
international organisation such as the European
Union, Asian Development Bank, International
Labour Organization, DFID, UK India Education
and Research Initiative (UKIERI), etc.
NSDC has also facilitated several international
collaborations and agreements for SSCs and
training providers with their counterparts in the
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UK, Australia, Germany, Canada and US. Some
of the areas of collaborations include training of
trainers, development of competency standards
and mutual recognition of standards, content and
curriculum.
NSDC signed an MoU with the Department
of Industry, Australia, on 5 September 2014 in
the presence of the Prime Minister of India Shri
Narendra Modi and Prime Minister of Australia
Mr. Tony Abbott.

Select Milestones
•

•

July 2014: MoU signed between Technical
& Vocational Training Organisation, Iran, and
NSDC to share QP and NOS and support in
IT based training system
September 2014: MoU signed between
the Department of Industry, Australia, and
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Seen in the picture: Shri Narendra Modi, PM, India, Mr. Tony Abbott, PM, Australia, Mr. Patrick Suckling, Australian High Commissioner to India
and Mr. Dilip Chenoy, MD & CEO, NSDC

•

NSDC to create transnational standards and
building capability for training-of-trainers and
assessors in India
November 2014: MoU signed between
the US India Business Council and NSDC
to establish a platform which will enable
corporate entities from the US to set up and/

•

or support skill development initiatives in
India
February 2015: MoU signed between
Technical and Further Education Director,
Australia, and NSDC to set-up a multi-skill
development centre in partnership with Heraud
Training & Education in Delhi/NCR region
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Team NSDC with MOS, MSDE - Mr. Rajiv Pratap Rudy

NSDC
Leadership Team
Atul Bhatnagar

Chief Operating Officer
“At NSDC we demonstrate a perfect example of teamwork, where the
task gets divided and success multiplies. Our team is always buzzing
with activity like a beehive.”

Prakash Sharma
Chief Financial Officer

“Every rupee going out of NSDC carries with it the stain of blood,
sweat and tears of taxpayers of this country. We never forget this
even for a brief moment.”

Gouri Gupta

Head, Monitoring
“The kind of effort and planning that goes behind managing and
monitoring data provided by training providers and Sector Skill
Councils, goes to show our commitment towards maintaining
transparency in the ecosystem.”

Jaikant Singh

Head, Strategic Partnership & Programme Development
“NSDC is committed to partnerships with both public and private
entities. The success of our skill agenda will depend on the
collaborative efforts of all the stakeholders across the country.”
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Rajiv Mathur

Head, Standards & Quality Assurance
“We have to meet the challenge of skilling people at scale with speed,
standard (quality) and sustainability. We are committed to deliver the
highest quality of training programmes accepted globally to all our
trainees.”

Bhavna Chopra

Head, Strategic Projects
“My journey at NSDC has been both gratifying and challenging.
Looking forward to achieve new milestones through NSDC and
contribute my best to the skill development ecosystem in the
country.”

Ranjan Choudhary

Principal, Investing & Incentivising
“Our partners are custodians of our brand. It is important that we
follow a rigorous process to ensure that only those with the highest
level of commitment and dedication towards our agenda end up
becoming our partner.”

Sapna Poti

Principal – MIS & Monitoring
“Technology plays a critical role in enabling us to reach out to difficult
geographies across the country and reduce the demand supply gap
between the skilled manpower and industry requirement.”

Mahesh Venkateswaran

Principal, Innovating & Engagement
“Innovation plays a critical role in our endeavour to scale up our skill
development initiative across the country. We work closely with our
partners to ensure that the benefit of skill development reaches people
across all sections of the society, irrespective of their location.”
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Glossary
Abbreviations
AICTE

All India Council for Technical
Education

NVEQF

National Vocational Education
Qualifications Framework

CSC

Common Service Centres

OS

Occupational Standards

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

PAC

Proposal Approval Committee

CTS

Certified Technology Specialist

PD

Programme Development

DFID

Department for International
Development

PEC

Proposal Evaluation Committee

PR

Public Relations

FDI

Foreign Direct Investment

PSE

Public Sector Enterprise

I&I

Investing & Incentivising

PSU

Public Sector Unit

ICT

Information & Communication
Technology

PWD

Persons with Disabilities

IT

Information Technology

QP

Qualification Pack

J&K

Jammu & Kashmir

SDMS

Skill Development & Management
System

MES

Military Engineer Service

SII

Special Industry Initiative

MHA

Ministry of Home Affairs

SOL

School of Open Learning

MHRD

Ministry of Human Resource
Development

SPV

Special Purpose Vehicle

MOOC

Massive Open Online Courses

SSCs

Sector Skill Councils

MSDE

Ministry of Skill Development &
Entrepreneurship

SWACA

Social Action for Welfare & Cultural
Advancement Society

MSME

Ministry of Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises

TNOU

Tamil Nadu Open University

TP

Training Partner

UGC

University Grants Commission

UKIERI

UK India Education & Research
Initiative

UTs

Union Territories

WSI

WorldSkills International

NCWEB Non Collegiate Women’s Education
Board
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NOS

National Occupational Standards

NSDC

National Skill Development Corporation

NSDF

National Skill Development Fund

NSQF

National Skills Qualifications
Framework

MSDE & NSDC celebrating International Women’s Day on 8th March, 2015 with hundreds of skilled women across the country
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